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MACHINING AND GRINDING - HIGH RATE DEFORMATION IN PRACTICE

Paul S, Follansbee
Ims Alamos National Laboratory

IAM Alamos, NM

Introduction

Machining and grinding arc well-established material-working operations involving highly
non-uniform deformation and failure processes. A typical machining operation is
characterized by uncertain boundary conditions (e.g. ,surface interactions), three-dimensional
stress states, large strwns, high strain rates, non-uniform temperatures, highly localized
deformations, and failure by both nominally ductile and brittle mechanisms. Whik
machining and grinding are thought to be dominated by empiricism, even a cursory
inspection lezids one to the conclusion that this results more from necessity arising out of
the complicated and highly interdisciplinary nature of the processes tnan from the lack
thereof. ●

One aspect of machining and grindiirg operations that is clear is that they both involve
highly non-uniform, large strain, and high strain rate deformation mechanisms, Chip
formation during orthogonal cutting is described as a localized shearing process involving
shear strains of between 2 and 4 and strain rates on !he order of 10S s“ [1, 2]. Grindi. ~g is
reported to involve similar stra]ns and strain rates coupled with higher surface temperatures
than found in normal machining operations.

With these conditions in mind, the purpmc of this paper is to outline the current
understanding of strain rate eflkc(s in metals.

Rate Effects in Plastic Deformation

Ilcformtition is accommodated in many materials by the gcrwration and motion of defects.
In mcliils, these can bc dislocati(ms or deformation twims The kinetics of dcf(mma[ion
processes arc dcfimxl by Ihc thurnaily aclivntcd intvr~ctions of defects with tlw crysl:tl
]a!li~~ or with !J[h(.r dcf~<.[:,, ‘There arc rn:my [xmlbil i!:v, f(~~:lc(s{~illrl](x!;~lif}rlnwc’hanism~;
the rate c(mtr~~lling lllCL’tlilni Sill dcpml(is on lhc tcmpcr; ltiirc, strain rillC and (Ic(ccI

population at any ifl Slillll,



exponent of 1 in a power law relation whereas the exponent at low strain rates is found to
be closer to 0.1. A rate dependence of’ this magnitude, if it were to occur, would
dramatically affect flow stress levels as well as the tendency toward strain localization.
Recent work, however, has shown that this transit~on is unlikely except during shock loading
[3].

With these restrictions, estimates of adiabatic stress strain curves at the strain rates reported
for machining and grinding can be made according to models that describe thermally
activated deformation in metals. While simple models for plastic deformation in metals are
available, descriptive c.onstitutive laws for machining and grinding need to accurately
represent the strain hardening, strain rate dependence, and temperature dependence of the
flow stress. Because of the very unique and severe wnditions found in machining and
grinding independent experimental verification is not always possible, which places a high
premium on the foundation used to establish a constitutive relation.

We have developed one model that is capable of describing adiabatic deformation under
large strain and high strain rate conditions. It is not the intent in this paper to desdw in
detail this model, which has been described previously [4,5]. Instead we would like to
illustrate the trends predicted by such a model for Condlt.ions typiml of machining and
grinding, Figure 1 shows adiabatic stress strain curves in an austenitic stainless steel at a
high strain rates and several initial temperatures. For comparison, a single room
temperature (isothermal), quasi-static stress strain curve is included. The adiabatic nature
of deformation at high strain rates leads to pronounced “thermal softening” in this material.
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Strain Localization

In a sense, deformation is always localized due to the crystallographic origin of
microstructural deformation mechanisms. LJnder the appropriate conditions, these
microscopic shmr locdizations can develop into macroscopic shear banding. Metal removal
in a machining operating appears to favor a shear localization process. This follows from i)
the highly non-uniform stress states and the stress concentrations that exist in the vicinity
of the tooI/workpiece interface and ii) the adiabatic nature of deformation in machining,
The latter is particularly important because the tendency toward shear localization is
opposed by the strain hardening ability and strain-rate sensitivity of a material but is assisted
by a strongly temperature dependent flow behavior under adiabatic conditions.

Predictions of the initiation of localized straining have proved to be very difficult. Except
in a few cases, these necessitate the use of numerical methods. The use of ccmstitutive laws
that describe the instantaneous strain, rate, and temperature dependence of the flow stress
is essential in arwly~ical or numerical simulations of complicated strain localization behavior.

In general, predictions of the actual failure event in machining operations is very difficult.
By failure, we mean the actual mechanism and crileria for formation of the new interfaces
making up a chip. However, when localized shtming is severe, this is not as much of a
problem as it might appear since the failure plane is well established and the models tend
naturally toward a zero stress level as more and more strain (and, thus, heat) buildf up in
a shear band, This further sup(~)rts the need to apply descriptive constitutivc laws [i)
machining calculations.

Fract (Ill’

While machining and grinding mostly involve a IOcalind shcarirlg mcchanisrn, there has
always been a need to machir:c very brittle materials. Because surface cracks zirr Mrimmtal

to the performarrcc of brittle materials considcrablr effort has gorrc into the dcvcloptncn(
of grinding and mactlining opcriiti~ms for the.sc rnatcrials, (irinding has been prcfcrrcd to
cutting bccauw i) the higtwr surface tcmpcr~turcs rcxhcd during prind!ng take the surl’w’L’
alxwc a brittle to ductile tritnsi[lon and Ii) the individual “culsw tiikn in grimiin~ inw~lvc a
consi(icrably SrlliillCr volurnc thiin lhosc L+kcn in nu~~’hir]ing, In fret, rccxmt work by Putti(h

hiissht~wn thiit duct Ilc nm.hining rcspmsc in nonlln,tlly britllc n~;i[crinls is pvisihlc if [I)(’

deiMh of cut is n)air)ldinui bcl(}w il~l~)roXllllilll’1~ 1(M) nrll 16].



Conclusions

Machining and grinding are industrial material-working operations that combine several
aspects of plasticity, e.g., strain hxa.lization and multiaxiai deformation, that remain at the
forefront of current reswch. Strain rate and temperature dependent plastic flow are
essential aspects of the detaiki material removal mechanisms operative during machining
and grinding. Successful application of advanced processing modeling and control in these
operations will require the use of descriptive eonstitutive laws.
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